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About This Game

Bug Killers – is a dynamic Top Down shooter where you will need to turn crowds of bugs-mutants into meat. The game has
three modes: Survival, PvP and PvE. Different types of armament will help you to effectively destroy the enemies.
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Increase the level of your character and get new ranks. Compete with other players in the tables of leaderboard. Accomplish the
tasks and get the achievements.

In the survival mode you need to survive maximum number of waves. Each wave will be stronger and replenished with more
powerful types of bugs.

For the effective repulse of the enemies waves, you have in your arsenal additional armament: Turrets, Mines, Grenades.

PvE mode– fights with other players against bugs-mutants. Bugs spawn endlessly. Outcome of the struggle depends on your
skills and equipment.
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In PvP mode players play against each other. Upgrade your character and use location for your own benefit. Time is running
out, only one will win. Don't miss your chance to be the best!
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Worthy successor to Gigantic Army. Pretty much more of everything. Also really cool that you get to fight the mech from the
first game. It did remind me that I miss its shield though :(. 88\/14, a bit short but der fuhrers lap makes up for it. Achievement
Lurker: Another one bites the dust is literally just an achievement earning machine, much like it's predecessors Achievement
Hunter: Begins and Cromulent. This one boasting 5000 achievements.

I bought this game for one reason, achievements. I didn't buy it to play, or because I wanted it to be challenging.
People complain about getting acheivements for doing nothing, 5000 achievements, it's called Achievement Hunter, what were
you expecting? You know what you're going to buy.

For people like me that want cheap crap to collect achievements, it's a fantastic game and is exactly what I was looking for.
Most of the time I just let the game run while I wander off and do other things, it couldn't be any easier.

But if you are only looking for an easy way to get some cool achievements, whether it's to display them, use them to spell things,
make your profile look nice, or just get a high count, these games designed to do that and just that.. 7/10

Would get doppelganger-ed again.. This is 100% biased recommendation. I have been in love with the universe Ankama created
since I first played dofus. Now that I made this clear I will focus on my experience with the video.

First of all before I could watch the video I spent hour trying to figure out how to switch to french dub. Really frustrating, so I
will just briefly explain how to do it to those who are new to this whole "movie" thing on steam like me:
-Open Library
-Select Videos above your games list. (Usually it say Installed or just Games, and you click on it to get the drop menu)
-There you will see "Ogrest" and "Ogrest - La Legende". (The 2nd one is in french)

All this was done because english dub doesn't sound right to me, and I prefer the french one.

REVIEW: The movie is short and cute giving some background to Ogrest. Even if you are not familiar with the World of
Twelve it will be a fun story. Animation is OK, although I don't know why they changed it and I do prefer the animation they
used in Wakfu series. English sub is fine, I guess since I don't speak a word of french, but it does have few typos.
I have seen some people complaining about the price and believing it should have been free, but honestly, even though it is not a
masterpiece it is only 2,99 (1,49 sale) and it is a nice way to support developers and this whole movie thing on steam.

NOTE: If you find yourself enjoying "Ogrest" and wanting more, there are two excellent seasons of Wakfu Animated Series,
and few games (Dofus, Wakfu(free on steam), and I do believe one more game for Xbox). This game was freaking awesome if
you like puzzle games ... Though it only took me 2.1 hours (as per steam) to complete the first 3 levels it was totally worth the
$10 I spent on it.

To the developers I hope you come out with a ton more new levels that only get exceedingly harder...I would even be willing to
pay for DLC's \/ expansion packs if that is any encouragement to make the new levels.

. A very solid simulation of my screwed up life. Thank you devs...

8/10. Great retro-inspired game play!
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Not exactly a great game, but still a big improvement over the initial release named Sol: Exodus. Still pretty short game (6-8
hours top). It suffers with some problems - limited replay value, cheesy characters and lines (I dont mind writing that much
though), bad voice acting, cliffhanger ending, sometimes a bit stiffy controls and nonexistent ship customisation. Yet combat is
kinda entertaining, mission variety (while not great) was good enough to keep me entertained through all of the short game.
While some of the Freespace 2 mods are actually made better than this, we really lack games in this genre and I still had
reasonable fun with it and developers are active on steam forums and game updates. So I will give it thumb up. Though I would
wait for a sale.. Quite a fun game, despite being mostly luck based. Although I'm sure there's someone out there that take 10
minutes per shot to find the most optimal angle possible.

But it's more fun to shoot like a chimp and see what you hit.. TL;DR at end

honestly, i didn't notice a change (pre-ordered so got this as soon as it came out and i don't play all that much) with this DLC.
calling this a DLC is a strech as one building doesn't add much (and this building sucks)

don't get me wrong though. i have enjoyed tropico since i started playing (tropico 3 was my first of the series) and i also enjoy
DLCs for games such as Crusader Kings II and Payday 2 - bought nearly all of them as the content was satisfactory.
HOWEVER, adding one lack luster building for $3.99 is not worth the money. If say 5-10 buildings were added in then it would
be worth the my money. Even probably $10 for 5-10 buildings.

TL;DR Tropico is a game about managing money and making your people happy. Devs want us to lose money and
be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I\u2019m a working professional with wife\/kids\/mortgage and a
preference for strategy games with single-player campaigns that can be played over months. This review is written for folks in
similar situations.

SUMMARY: HOI4 is a tactically deep and enjoyable WWII real-time simulator, and is recommended if long-term planning,
unit customization, and managing intense global wars sound appealing to you. Compared to other recent Paradox map-staring
games (EU4, CK2, Stellaris), HOI4 is very light on diplomacy and has no exploration, characters, economy, or ethical dilemmas
to wrestle with. Instead, this game is completely focused on mobilizing your industrial base for war and then operational-level
tactics once war breaks out.

This focus, and the familiar WWII setting, makes HOI4 more accessible to new players that like fast, micro-intense war games
(CoH2) and might be skeptical of the slower peace\/war\/peace\/war pacing of EU4. That said, HOI4 still has a steep learning
curve and new players will need to spend some time on the wiki (or YouTube) to understand the best strategies for nation
building and designing effective combat units. You can find several detailed Reddit posts with hundreds of useful tips on unit
design, combat, national strategies, multiplayer, min\/max, etc. Any question you can think of has likely been asked before, and
if not, then post it and one of the forum super-nerds will get to it. Steam's 2-hour trial period is not enough to learn this game so
check out one of Quill18's more recent YouTube tutorials if unsure.

For veteran EU4\/CK2 players, be aware that HOI4 is NOT as rich in nation building and role-play, and that your bag of dirty
tricks will easily outwit the feeble diplomacy AI. There is no satisfying progression from local to regional to world power, and
small nations (e.g. Hungary) have no realistic chance of challenging the major powers (e.g. Germany) without exploits.
Satisfaction in HOI4 comes from building superior industry\/logistics, and then effective use of combined arms, concentration
of force, and maneuver to crush enemy formations. For veteran HOI fans that have resisted buying, HOI4 really is the red-
headed step child among recent Clausewitz games and features like a detailed order of battle are very missed. HOWEVER, it
still looks fantastic, has decent quality-of-life automation, and is good for 200+ hours of good WWII fun while we wait for
Imperator Rome to get patched a few times.

GAMEPLAY: Most of your time is spent as Commander-n-Chief organizing armies, training troops, setting up battle plans, and
assigning commanders based on skill and traits. Patton, Rommel, Montgomery, Zhukov, and other famous names make
appearances and have a tangible impact on the armies they lead. Combat between units has dozens of +\/- modifiers relating to
width, terrain, commander skill, flanking, air support, and many more, and is a complex subject for new players.

UNITS: Equipment stockpiles are fed by your military factories and are used to reinforce or train new divisions. The quantity of
equipment needed (e.g. exactly 300 Medium Tanks) is determined by the divisions you create in the \u201cDivision
Designer,\u201d an interface that allows specifying the mix of specialized battalions (tanks, infantry, artillery, etc.) that make
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up a combat division (represented by sprites on the campaign map). Effective division design is the most complicated aspect of
HOI4 and min\/max players will spend a lot of time optimizing (and agonizing over) the best battalion mix.

SUPPLY: Logistics in HOI4 is incredibly important for effective combat, and units out of supply won't reinforce and receive a
nasty penalty to stats and movement. Any sizable invasions outside of Western Europe require logistical planning such as
building ports or prioritizing the capture of urban areas for supply bases. Invasion routes actually matter in HOI4 and it's
worthwhile to create small "light" divisions for combat in low supply areas like North Africa.

NAVY: The Man the Guns DLC added significant content and automation to naval warfare, and also more complexity to read
up on. Most importantly, naval combat was tweaked in the latest free patch to make decisive naval engagements rare, and new
fuel constraints have made running a massive and thirsty battle fleet in laps around the Pacific impractical. There are certain
optimal ratios for ship types within a fleet and these are covered in the forums (more reading...).

AIR: Air superiority (from fighters) and combat air support (from CAS) requires some re-basing management as front lines
move around, but also confers significant ground combat bonuses. Naval bombers can sink ships when deployed in force and
especially when attacking ships in port. Air combat is not very sophisticated in HOI4 and future DLC\u2019s will hopefully
beef up this system to add Air Chiefs and simulate pilot shortages.

FOCUS: The National Focus tree is a structured series of choices that provide buffs, change government types, give casus belli,
and push the world towards war. In general, the National Focus tree for a country is tailored towards its historical path and
martial strengths: For example Germany gets buffs to armor research and claims on Danzig, the US has a strong air force and
industry, and Italy totally sucks at everything. The order in which research projects and National Foci are chosen is VERY
important for supporting your overall strategy: For instance, Germany may benefit from delaying war with Poland to focus on
industry buffs or Japan may rush torpedo and cruiser research bonuses to have an edge on the USA.

TIPS: Below is a list of tips for new HOI4 players starting up a single-player campaign.

1. First Game: Start with the Italy tutorial to learn the basics. Conquer Ethiopia and then Yugoslavia for experience fighting a
medium-sized enemy with an air force. Italy rapidly loses fun once the Allies start slapping you around.

2. Second Game: Pick Germany for a fun campaign on regular difficulty. Germany has a very powerful industrial base, no
overseas colonies to worry about, and has the best military leadership. The fascist government type makes declaring war easy
and HOI4 has been (mostly) scrubbed of atrocities to ensure you don't feel too evil.

3. National Focus: In 1936 starts, your first NF choices should improve industry and research. For Germany, this is the left-most
side of the tree starting with Four Year Plan. Unlocking extra research slots is key, so prioritize this focus when you see it.

4. Division Design: A solid starting infantry division for new players has 10 infantry battalions (20-width) with support artillery
and engineers. Armored should be 6-tanks\/4-motorized with support artillery, engineers, and recon. Big 40-width divisions are
technically optimal for combat, but aren't necessary for beating the AI and new players will struggle with attrition.

5. Red Menace: The USSR is capable of bringing immense manpower and equipment resources to bear (pun intended) once
Uncle Joe gets them organized. If playing as Germany, don't wait for Ivan to kick in your door and instead go on the offensive
while they are still weak in 1940-1941. Yes, you've heard of this plan before, but the right strategy is to attack south and secure
the Caucasus oil fields BEFORE striking north.. Great look into the AZ indie development scene. I really enjoyed the
soundtrack to the movie as well. As a fan of indie games, it was cool to see such passion and support from not only fellow
developers, but from Game CoLab and the others behind the jam.

I only wished it had been longer! I'd be interested to know about the winning teams future projects and what they're up to. A
sequel perhaps?

This is a really well done film about the creative process behind game development. It's motivated me to check out the jam in
my city!. Useless f**king route! i thought id go ahead and purchase this route to get some north american flavor, big mistake.
while the route itself is stunning, the controls are horrendous. im a conductor in real life and i can tell you whoever programmed
this s**tstorm of a download needs to be fired. theres something very wrong with all brakes. the loco (independent) brakes seem
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to have no effect whether you're engine light or with a train. the train (automatic) brakes always seem to be stuck on "17%"
whatever that means, and they only relase when they feel like it. there doesnt seem to be any way to recover from emergency
either, except wait it out and the computer will decide your fate for you. the SW engine also seems to have a feature on its train
brake that seems like it gives you the opportunity to acuate as well. for those railfans out there that may not know what that
means it is a feature ONLY ON A LOCO (independent) brake that allows the engine brakes to release while the train brakes
remain applied. why this is on the train brakes i have no idea.

also whenever you go thru a turnout (mainline switch) there is no speed limit in the view screen at the bottom, so be prepared to
memorize all speeds thru all turnouts. and as stated above, be prepared to apply your train brakes thru said switch and have NO
EFFECT other than the stupid game yelling at you while you watch those negative points accumulate.

the route itself is pretty scenic, but as for this TRAIN SIMULATOR, very little is actually simulated... Don't buy unless you like
being made into a fool by whoever programmed this s**t route
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